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SECTION 1
IntroductionThe unusual ductility of the intermetallic compound TiNi coupled with other promising properties (ic. moderate density, good strength, corrosion resistance and high molting point) has inspired considerable effort for its development as an engineering alloy.Unfortunately all the past work has not been in agreement. There has been confusion concerned with the equilibrium state of TiNi at various temperatures. Some workers (2,5) reported a high temperature (600 - 800°C) eutectoid decomposition of TiNi into Ti2Ni and TiNi3 while others (4,6) could detect no evidence of this transformation. A room temperature eutec- toid decomposition has been proposed (8) and subsequently retracted (9)· Purdy and Parr (6) suggested the room temperature transformation was dif- fusionless and hence not a eutectoid decomposition.A brief survey of the literature clearly indicated that additional work was necessary to solvo the eutectoid problem. Of greater interest however was the diffusionloss room temperature transformation observed by purdy and parr (6) and by Buehler and Wiley (7)· During the course of this work, it became evident that the room temperature transformation was not one transformation, but two. The first is an unusual diffusionless transformation in which the parent phase undergoes a continuous homogeneous shear which is disrupted only when the system is strongly supercooled with respect to the second transformation product, a typical martensite.- 1 -



2
An electron microscopic investigation revealed an interesting substructure which inspired an investigation of the crystal structure of the pseudo body-centered cubic parent phase and led to a proposal of an ordered substitutional defect structure.



SECTION 2
Review of previous workThe crystallography of Tini and the equilibrium diagram in the range 50%* Ni have been the subjects of several investigations. Laves and Wallbaum (1) reported TiNi as body centered cubic (A2). Duwez and Taylor (2) found TiNi to be body centered cubic with e0 = 2.98Å. They (2) also reported a eutectoid decomposition of TiNi into TiNi3 and Ti2Ni after pro- longed heating of sintered powder specimens at both 650°C and 800°C as did Poole and Hume-Rothery (5)· Margolin, Ence and Nielson (4) and Purdy and Parr (6) observed no decomposition of TiNi in samples (47% and 51% Ni) quenched from above and below 800°C. Pietrokowsky and Youngkin (5) obser- ved simple cubic super lattice diffraction maxima indicating a CsCl typo ordering.A metallographic and X-ray diffraction investigation by Purdy and parr (6) indicated that TiNi occurred off stoichiometry at 51% Ni with a range in composition of 2.5% Ni at 800°C and 0.4% Hi at 500°C. They (6) also discovered a transformation of TiNi to a previously unreported phase ("π”) tentatively indexed it as hexagonal and indicated it was probably diffusionless.Purdy and Parr (6) further indicated that the "π " phase trans- formed completely and reversibly at 36°C in both solid and powder form in alloys containing from 34.8% to 47% Ni, while alloys from 48% to 50% Ni began transforming at 36°0 but did not go to completion. In all cases, the transformation was found to be much slower in solid samples.- 5 -*all percentages quoted in atomic percent



4Buehler and Wiley (7) in an attempt to resolve the differences of the Ti-Ni phase diagram as reported (Fig· 7), conducted a study of the system in the region of TiNi. Using X-ray diffraction, metallography, hardness and internal friction, they found evidence that confirmed the equilibrium relationship (Fig. 7, part C) as suggested by purdy and Farr (6), as well as the room temperature transformation of TiNi.In contradiction to Purdy and parr (6), and Buehler and Wiley (7), Buehler, Gilfrich and Wiley (8) report that in alloys containing less than 4-9% Ni, TiNi dissociates thermally and during mechanical deformation into Ti2Ni and TiNi3 with startling dimensional and vibrational damping changes, at temperatures near room temperature.Buehler and Vang (9) have done single crystal and polycrystalline X-ray diffraction work on TiNi at various temperatures and report an order-disorder transformation between 600°C and 700°C (disordered i^CsCl ordering) followed by a transformation to a martensitic phase ” ί 1” in the temperature range 20°C - 40°C (indexed as a simple cubic a = 9.03Å), and below 20°C a second martensitic phase °"2" (tetragonal, a = b = 9.0Å, c = 3.0A). These authors (9) further indicate that both o 1 and 2 coexist with the parent phase at temperatures up to 25O°C (contrary to known marten sitic transformations) and also that the relative X-ray intensities of the parent TiNi phase to those of ɤ 1 and ɤ 2 remain constant, suggesting that the volume ratios of these phases remain constant over the range 250°C to -20°C. Buehler and Wang (9) postulate the martensitic transformations to occur by ”some cooperative order-disorder mechanism of the existing phase volumes" rather than by the more typical transformation of parent to caught phase accompanied by volume changes. They also suggest that it is this cooperative coexistence that is primarily responsible for the ductility of the alloy.



SECTION 5

Theory of diffusionless transformations3.1introductionThe most common type of diffusionless phase transformation observed in metallic systems is the martensitic transformation. Since these have been most extensively investigated, their properties serve as a useful re- ference in the discussion of diffusionless phase transformations in general·Although it would be helpful to define the martensitic phase trans- formation concisely, this is a difficult task since many features arc peculiar only to certain systems. Thus by way of definition, certain of the most characteristic features will be outlined below.Martensitic transformations arc diffusionloss, all atom movements being less than one atom spacing, with the result that the chemical compo- sition before and after transformation is the same. Atom movement across the martensite—parent interface is not thermally activated (transformations have been observed at temperatures approaching absolute zero in Fe-Ni and Fe-Ni-C alloys) and can be described as cooperative and shear-like. Normally the lattice deformation is homogeneous only in localised regions with inter- facial fit maintained by slip or twinning at the interface.Since such of the early work was done on systems in which the marten- site was metastable with respect to decomposition products of different compositions there has been a tendency to make this situation a criterion for martensitic transformations. More recent work has been done on systems which do not tend to decompose and yet undergo phase transformations which- 5 -Sections 3.l through 3.14 are based largely on the review article by Maufran and Oohen (12).



are strikingly martensitic. Indeed, martensitic transformations have been studied in single component systems (e.g. Zr) (10).The martensitic transformation has been classified by Buerger (11) as one of a more general family of transformations called “displacive trans- formations". Buerger (11) points out that, in this type of transformation, the high temperature phase space network loses symmetry by systematic distortion, maintaining close coupling as it transforms to the lower temperature phase.
3.2 Types of martensitic transformations(a) Athermal martensiteA martensitic transformation is said to be a thermal if transformation occurs only during cooling. There are two main types of athermal kinetics, those associated with Fe-Ni alloys and those associated with Au-Cd alloys. As is seen in Fig. 1, Fe-Ni exhibits a much larger hysteresis loop than AU-Cd. The Fe-Ni martensite forms by rapid growth of each nucleated plate, to full size. Thus the transformation is controlled by the rate of nucleation and the size of the fulIy grown plates, factors requiring large degrees of super- cooling. in this system.The Au-Cd martensite plates grow rapidly to a detectable size, then by a slower intermittent growth process until interference occurs. The Au-Cd martensite thus requires little supercooling since growth, not nucleation of the plates, is the controlling factor.(b) Isothermal martensiteIsothermal transformations exhibit C-curve kinetics. The isothermal component is not usually observed, since it is either not operative or is obscured by the athermal component in most transformations. However, it has 



7been detected in Fe-C-Mn and Fe-Ni-Mn alloys by Kurdjumov and Maximova (l2a) above Ms (the temperature at which martensite starts forming on cooling) indicating that athermal martensite is not a necessary precursor for iso- thermal martensite. Since martensitic reactions are very strain sensitive and autocatalytic, athermal martensite may possibly assist the formation of isothermal martensite during a time of interrupted cooling belowBoth nucleation and growth have been found to be controlling factors in isothermal transformations, depending on the alloy system. In almost all instances nucleation is the controlling factor and the transformation proceeds by immediate growth of newly nucleated plates. However, Holden (12b) and Nott and Haines (l2c) have observed surface upheavals expanding with tine in U-Cr alloys. Prolonged growth of martensite can only take place if the driving force is increased or the restraints removed as a function of time. Since Holden (12b) observed surface tilts at room temperature ( long range diffusion was not possible) he proposed that the strain energy factor opposing the transformation is progressively relieved by time dependant yielding due to twinning in the martensite product or slip in the surroundings.(c) Thormoelastic mrtonsiteSince the discussion of thermoelastic martensite requires the use of certain thermodynamic and strain energy terms which have not yet been defined, the discussion will be deferred to a later part of this thesis.
5·5 Associated Phenomena(a) StabilizationStabilization is the term associated with the additional supercooling required to initiate a transformation once it has stopped. It may be either the parent phase or the interface that is stabilised. Stabilization may be



3
caused by any of the following reasons (15):(i) An interface ray lose its glissile character if the parent or product phase plastically deforms.(ii) The net local driving force is reduced by migration of solute atoms to the vicinity of the interface.(iii) Dislocations in the parent phase have been pinned by solute atoms and so can no longer move to accomodate the shape change.(b) AutocatalysisAutocatalysis can greatly affect martensitic transformations. The stressed areas around existing plates act as preferential nucleation sites and in the extreme, a chain reaction may develop consuming the remainder of the untransformed material.
5 .4 Thermodynamic considerations (12)Chemical free energies and ToAt the temperature To, the chemical free energies of the parent and .martensitic phases arc equal and can bo expressed asF* = P*' 5-1y where F Ξ free energy per mol of parent phase (termed austenite for , convenience)g free energy of martensitic phase·Their difference nay be expressed as r . «'—»Y , - λF - F = Δ Γ cal/nol P·2* Xwhere Δρ01-* is positive when martensite is more stable and negative when

Ϊ «' austenite is more stable. F and F as functions of temperature are schematically represented in Fig, 2. It should be noted from Fig. 2 that Ms and
As (austenite start temperature on heating) are somewhat removed from To. 



9This hysteresis effect is due to contribution by non-chemical free energy terms which often can bo minimized by introducing strain energy by plastic deformation. This yields Md (the highest temperature at which the austenite to martensite reaction is induced by plastic deformation) and Ad (the lowest temperature at which the martensite to austenite reaction is induced by plastic deformation).
3.5 Hon chemical free energy termsMartensitic transformations have always been observed to require some degree of supercooling. Although chemical free energies favour trans- formation at temperatures T To, a buildup of chemical free energy (the only driving force) is necessary to counter balance the restraining non chemical free energy terms. These non chemical free energy terms arc listed below. (a) Interfacial energyFor a lenticular plate (this shape increases the total energy by the smallest amount) of radius r and semi-thickness C where r >> c,theinter facial free energy is given asΛ Gs = AiTeV cal/partiolc 5.5 where 2Λr2 is the approximate surface area of the plate and is the specific interfacial free energy.(b) Mechanical free energyThis term results from the clastic strain sot up in both the marten- site and the surroundings due to the dilatational and shear components of the displacements involved. The dilatational component is usually insigni— ficant and the mechanical free energy is given bycal/particle 3.4



10
where = approximate volume of the lenticular plate= the strain energy referred tc a unit volume of martensite ft = a strain energy constantThus the overall free energy expression can be written△17* = +■ 'cal/nol 5.5where + && 5*6In this expression /\r is the driving force and iothe restraining force· Hence for the reaction to occur ( —*'*’ ) ΔΕ" must not only be greater than zero but also must be greater than some finite quantity.A second factor influencing the degree of super cooling necessary is the nucleation problem.
5.6 Thermoelastic martensiteIn thermoelastic reactions, there is a build up of elastic energy as the reaction proceeds. If the material is heated, this clastic energy is available to immediately reverse the reaction. There exists an intimate energy balance

γ-—o? . .— <x'—
Α6ίε =Z\F 5.7which when disturbed by increasing △F (cooling) causes the martensite to grow and when disturbed by decreasing ΔF (heating) causes the martensite to shrink.

3.7 Theories of nucleation — introductionThere are numerous theories of nucleation, of which a few are of interest since they describe in a qualitative manner certain martensitic 



11
transformations while others are theories only in name and seem quite untenable. This latter type will not be presented in the following discussion.
3.8 Homogeneous nucleation theory - classical conceptsThe total free energy accompanying the formation of martensite isthe sum of the chemical free energy, △ P ; the strain free energyy—-<*' . , x x—*■“'△. ; and the interfacial energy,AC’sThus /___ >=<' -- »txt' ,-·-- .____________>oj'4 w =Δ? / / Δσς cal/particle 3.8For each lenticular particle schematically shown in Fig. 5 this can be written asA *** = TIr^cAf^ X ^rc2A / 21Γ r2 5·9w^ = 2ffr^ / Tt Α(ΔΓ* Ac/r ) cal/particle 5·1θwhere Δί^ = Δ? $ 5·ϋVnΔ f is negative below To while <N and A are positive.The critical values of c and r are obtained by setting0 (Aw e 0 5-12d c^(Δυ **') a 0 5.15d rDifferentiation and substitution yields the following critical values c* = -3 cm r* B -2Ac*1 cm5Zif A"△ w* u 512/^ cal/narticle V* = IT r’^o” - ^xf·· crP 27^1" ST- 5.14 



12
whore △ w* is the free energy of nucleation and represents the energy barrier that must be overcome for embryos to reach critical else and spontaneous growth. Classically Aw* is supplied only by thermal fluctuations and eachatom is regarded as a potential nucleation site. Thus the rate of nucleation can be expressed by N =(Πο·ί m exP (~ nuclci/crx sec.(Π°Ί 17 exP kT ' 3.I5where No = the number of atoms per cm3Vm “= lattice vibration frequency and is taken as the number of nucleation attempts per second about each atom.exp \ = the successful fraction of these attempts.k kT '3.9· Objections to Classical homogeneous nucleation theory.(a) Although it is useful in explaining isothermal behavior, it does not explain athermal transformations.(b) It predicts unreasonable values for the parameters involved.(c) Experiments have shown that nucleation can be heterogeneous.There uro certain local free energy variations in a matrix that cause certain areas to be preferred nucleation sites time after time on repeated cycling.
3.10 Heterogeneous nucleationCohen et al (12) have postulated the existence of structural hetero— genoities consisting of non equilibrium lattice imperfections, internal sur-faces and local strains due to accidents in crystal growth or plastic doform- tion. Such imperfections could act as martensite embryos, remaining intact 



chiring austenitizing and acting as preferred sites for nucleation of marten- site when T<TO.
5.11 The reaction path model.This interesting proposal (12) suggests that within each embryo, the lattice passes through a succession of states creating a series of interme- diate crystal structures. This succession of states is considered the reaction path with a free energy barrier between the initial and final states In this model, activation is not achieved by fluctuations in embryo size but by fluctuations in atomic configurations. When these configurations have succeeded in progressing to the martensitic state, this state then propogates through the surrounding material in a “wave-like” manner.
5.12 Models of martensito interfaces - introductionTheoretical treatments of martensitic transformation kinetics can most easily be conducted if the nature of the interface is known. Although much experimental work with transmission electron microscopy has been done on various martensitic transformations, information about interfaces is not readily attainable, with the result that ideas about interfaces are largely hypothetical.
3.13 Frank's model of the austenite-martensite interfaceFrank 12(d) has proposed a dislocation interface for the f.c.c._»b.c.t. martensitic transformation in steel. Since (in the composition considered) the interface lies parallel to the (225)y habit plane, he suggested that close packed planes of the two phases meet along close packed rows. In con- verting from f.c.c. to b.c.t., a macroscopic shear of 1/ 32 and a 5% dila- tation produce the observed macroscopic shear and proper spacing between the 



14
close packed rows, but the atomic arrangements in the close packed rows do not natch properly. A heterogeneous shear produced by an array of screw* dislocations lying parallel to the close packed directions, one betweenevery sixth close-packed plane and comprizing the (225) interface, pro-Yduces the proper atomic matching. The martensite plate grows by movement of the screw dislocations into the austenite.Fig. 4 is a schematic drawing of Frank’s model. Fig. 4 (a) is a close packed plane with vertical close packed rows, Fig. 4 (b) indicates the extension of the close packed rows, Fig. 4 (c) the shear which does not result in final atonic matching. Fig· 4 (d) illustrates the achievement of atomic matching by an array of screw dislocations and Pig. 4 (e) presents the array of dislocations in the (225)^ plane moving into the phase. The interface is coherent except for the dislocation on every sixth plane.
5.14 Knapp-Dehlinger treatment of the athermal transformationExtending Frank's 12(d) analysis, Knapp and Dehlinger 12(e) considered the martensite embryo to be a thin oblate spheroid bounded by dislocation loops as shown in Fig. 5· They considered the embryo to grow in the [110]and [225]y directions by expansion of these dislocation loops while growthin the [554] direction required the creation of now loops.The energy to expand and create those dislocation loops, and the strain energy, must be supplied by the chemical driving force. Contrary to the classical nucleation theory which indicates that growth of an embryo is possible when ύ (Δw) = 0, Knapp and Dehlinger suggest that an embryo will spontaneously grow to full size when Aw = 0, that is, when the chemical driving force exactly balances the strain energy and the energy needed to move and create dislocation loops.



15
For a unit volume of martensite, by dropping the superscriptit can be witten thatΔ w = △ f / △ g cal/cm5 5.3where Δ f is negative below To and Δ g is always positive and represents the sum of the strain and interfacial energies.If 4 ft r2c is taken as the volume and 2 ΪΓ r^ as the area of the 3embryo when r is radius and c the semi thickness, it can be shown for a unit volume of martensits that△ g = ><T / Ac cal/cs^ 5*92c r where againAc e the strain energy referred to a unit volume of martensite (Γ π the specific interfacial free energy.Nor a given volume of embryo Δ g can be minimized with respect tothe volume and it can be shown that 1/2△ Smin “ 2. (JLÅ > ~2 ' r ' 2c1/2 and c = s cm1 A '

'5 cal/cm 5.10
5-11

The variation of A g3in and the net driving force Δw with theradius of the embryo when suitable values are used for the constants is shown in Fig. 6.Two conclusions can bo drawn from Fig. 6:(a) Since there is a nonatonic decrease of Δ g-^ as r increases, the larger an embryo is, the smaller is the force opposing transformation.(b) Once an embryo starts to grow the restraining force falls off Progressively, thereby allowing spontaneous growth.It is found that martensite plates usually grow until collision 
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with other plates occurs. However even when the number of nucleation sites are few and far between, Kaufman and Cohen (12) suggest that propagation can be stopped by jamming of the dislocations in the interface either through interactions with other dislocations or impurities or other defects, thereby destroying the close coupling between the two lattices.
3.15 phenomenological theories of martensite formationThe distortions involved in martensitic transformations can be classi- fied as "pure" and "impure" distortions. The ”pure" distortion is defined as one in which there exists at least one set of orthogonal axes which are not rotated by the distortion. An “impure” distortion can be represented by a” pure" distortion followed by a rotation of the material as a rigid body.The so-called ”Bain distortion’ is a pure distortion and involves (in the case of a cubic parent phase) contraction along one cube axis and expansion in all directions perpendicular to it. The "Bain distortion” is homogeneous only in local regions, macroscopic volumes contain cither twinned or slipped regions.Several workers (14,15,16) have formulated geometrical theories of crystallography of martensitic transformations which enable the calculation of: the normal to the interface plane; the direction and magnitude of the macroscopic distortions involved; and the orientation relationships. The initial and final lattice parameters are the only experimental data necessary.All the theories are similar in that they require the selection of a plane which will permit correlation between the two lattices. However, they are different in the restrictions they place on thia plane. Wechsler, Lieberman and Read (14) propose that the plane must have zero net distortion when averaged over many of the inhomogeneities while Frank uses a matching 
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technique (Fig. 4) in iron-carbon alloys to study the lattice correlation. Frank's technique has been extended to the prism-matching (16) technique in which volumes of material rather than planes arc matched.Generally, use of these theories involves putting the lattice correlation in suitable matrix form. Wechsler, Lieberman and Read have demonstrated the use of their theory as applied to Fe-Ni martensites (14) and to Au-Cd martensites (15), obtaining very good agreement with expori- -mental values. In all cases (16) whore theoretical and experimental results have been compared, the agreement has been very good. It is difficult to make a critical comparison of the existing theories (which differ only in the assumptions about the distortions to be allowed in the interface) -with the existing data. However, Cohen (15) states that Bullough and Bilby (15(h) ) have shown that the assumption of glissile surface dislocations, necessary for the rapid growth of martensite, is consistent with the assumption of the exist- ence of a plane of zero not distortion used in certain crystallographic theories
5·16· A classification of diffusionless transformationsHaving outlined the state of understanding of martensitic transfor- mations, it is now possible to compare these with other diffusionloss transformations, about which comparatively little has been reported:(a) Massive transformations (17)These transformations arc distinguishable from martensitic trans- formtions by the fact that the parent and daughter phases are separated by a high energy highly mobile incoherent interface, which negates the possibility of any close coupling between the crystal structures of the two phases. The essential thermodynamic arguments of sections 3.4 through 3.8 have been applied to massive transformations in iron base systems by



l7aGilbert and Owen (18).(b) Second order diffusionloss transformationsAccording to Landau and Lifshitz (20) a transformation is defined an n’th order if the first discontinuity of the derivative of free energy with respect to temperature and pressure occurs in the n'th derivative. Almost all diffusionless transformations are first order transformations.However, Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) (11) undergoes a second order transformation (cubic to tetragonal) involving a continuous shifting of atoms (as opposed to the instantaneous movement of atoms to final lattice positions usually observed in first order diffusionless transformations).This type of transformation is unique in that a continuous series of crystal structures exists (cf. second order superlattice transformations) and in that a classical nucleation event need not precede the formation of the daughter phase (cf, diffusional spinodal decomposition reactions (19) )· The second order diffusionless transformation and the martensitic tranc- formation fit Buerger’s definition of a “displacive transformation" while the massive transformation is ”reconstructive”.



SECTION 4
Experimental4.1. AlloysIngots of 51% Ni were prepared using iodide titanium (99.92%) and standard spectrographic nickel, (99.998%), both by levitation and argon arc melting in gettered inert atmospheres. The ingots were reduced to wire and sheet form by a combination of hot and cold rolling in air. (The alloy preparation is discussed more fully in Appendix A). This alloy was studied by: optical and electron metallography; electron and X-ray diffraction; resistivity and density measurements.Alloys of 50% Ni and 50·4% Ni in wire form were obtained from W· J.Buehler at UaS. Naval Ordnance Laboratories and were studied by X-ray diffraction without additional heat treatment.
4.2. Heat treatment51% Ni wire (0.040 inches in diameter) and sheet (0.020 inches and 0.005 inches thick) were electropolished (Appendix 3) to remove scale and contaminant diffusion zone prior to heat treatment. The samples were sealed in vycor tubing at l0-6m.m. Hg and annealed at 700°C and 500°C for various times as indicated by Table 1. Material annealed in this manner always retained the bright electropolished appearance·Other samples were heat treated at 70O°C for 1200 minutes followed by 1800 minutes at 500°C (specifically to produce the martensitic phase which is discussed later) in argon atmospheres. Material annealed in this
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manner occasionally had surface discolouration.
4.3 · Electrical resistanceThe equipment used for electrical resistance measurements consisted of: a Rye potentiometer sensitive to changes of one microvolt; a Metra d’Arsonval galvanometer; two 2 volt-200 ampere hour batteries; a 0.1 ohm Manganin wound standard resistor; a wire wound variable step resistor; and a silver contact four pole reversing switch which permitted the simultaneous reversal of the current in the main circuit and the potentiometer circuit.(a) parent phaseThe absolute resistivity was measured in samples Η-700-1,2,5,4 and N-500-Ι. The specimen holder was equipped to accept 0.040” wire samples. A constant gauge length was maintained by two fixed spring steel knife edged pressure contacts. A potential was placed across the specimen through lead pressure contacts. The resistance was determined by averaging the voltage drops of four current settings of approximately 0.02 amperes delivered in forward and reverse directions while the specimen was maintained at 90°C with a "Haake unitherm" temperature controller (to avoid the displasive transformations). Since absolute resistivities were desired, it was neces- sary to maintain reproduceable electrical contacts. Contact reproduceability was checked by mounting and dismounting sample Η-700-4 to get three resisti- vity determinations.(b) Displacive transformationsLuring the course of this work it was found that the parent phase underwent a diffusionless transformation at about 50°C to the ”transition phase” followed by a second diffusionless transformation at 20°C to the "martensitic phase”·



20The resistance change accompanying the displacive transformations was studied in the temperature range -60°C to l20°C in 50% Ni wire (0.020" diameter) obtained from W. J. Buehler. The temperature of the specimen (contained in a rubber bladder) was controlled by a dry ice-methanol bath (-60° to 25°C) and a detergent ("kyro L”) bath heated with the "Haake uni- therm" controller (250 to l20°C). The specimen temperature was determined by a thermocouple fixed about £ inch from the specimen. Cooling and heating rates of approximately 1° per minute permitted resistance determinations with the current flowing in one direction only. Since contact resistance was not critical in this experiment a very simple specimen holder consisting of a micarta base plate and two copper pressure contacts was used. The low temperature β —> a transformation in tin prevented the use of lead-tin solders.
4·4. X-ray diffractionX-ray diffraction studies were made on 50% Ni, 50.4% Hi and 51% Ni alloys using standard Debye-Scherrer techniques. Secondary fluorescence excited in thc Ti by the Cuk* radiation was absorbed by a 0.003“ nickel strip placed next to the film (for diffracted Cuk^ l/lo = 0.5, for secon- dary Tik*. I/I “ 0.002). Electropolishod wire specimens (O.OO5 - 0.015 inches in diameter) were exposed for about 24 hours in the small camera and a week in the large camera·The parent phase was exposed at room temperature as was the marten- sitic phase (after determining that the martensitic phase was retained at room temperature following quenching into liquid air)· The transition phase was studied at 5O°C, 45°C, 4O°C and 25°C. The temperature was con-trolled by a stream of air that had passed through a copper coil immersed



21in a temperature-controlled detergent bath.In all cases where line intensities were estimated, a flat plate camera was used to check the uniformity of the Debye rings.Two computer programs* were used in the identification of the powder patterns: (a) DESLS and (b) DSSLID(a) DESLSThe DESLS program is a Debye-Schorrer powder identification program. This program was designed to natch oberved Θ values with calculated Θ values obtained from the lattice parameter input.(b) DESLIDThe DESLID program was designed to do a least squares refinement by changing lattice parameters in order to produce the best agreement between observed and calculated Θ values·
4.5 · Electron microscopy and diffractionThe complexity of the X-ray powder pattern from the martensitic phase made its solution almost an impossible tack. Since single crystals were not available, thin film electron diffraction techniques were used in obtaining extra data.Obtaining reliable crystallographic data with an electron microscope has certain inherent problems(i) The relatively small focal length of the objective lens the sample height in the microscope very critical. Errors up to 5% in interplanar spacings are possible due to variation in sample heights.• · ·* The computer programs and instruction in their use were kindly given by Mr. Bev Robertson.



22(ii) Distortion duo to the projector lens is greater for smaller interplanar spacings so that beans diffracted through larger angles do not give reliable data.(iii) Since electron diffraction can occur at small deviations from the Bragg angle, one can imagine the points in reciprocal space not as points but as rods. The Ewald sphere is then able to intersect rods of two non-parallel planes in reciprocal space and result in the phenomenon known as ”spiking". Thus a photographic plate is able to gather information from two non-parallel planes of reciprocal space simultaneously, resulting in a rather confusing diffraction pattern.The type of alloy and phase transformation presented other problems: (i) The techniques for preparing thin films of TiNi had not been developed previously and developing these techniques took considerable time.(ii) The fact that martensites are invariably twinned, complicated the analysis of electron diffraction patterns.(iii) The martensite crystals in TiNi proved to be very small, with the result that the microscope selector aperture often selected 3 or 4differently oriented crystals.It was possible to produce thin films of the martensitic phase by eloctropolishing (appendix B), at -l5°C, 0.003 inch sheet material (51 at % Ni) that had been annealed at 7O0°C for 1200 minutes followed by an anneal at 500°C for 1800 minutes. Although initially the martensite crystals were extremely small, it was observed that after some weeks at room temperature, certain martensite crystals had grown at the expense of others in the already prepared thin films. This event made it possible to obtain some very good single crystal electron diffraction photographs, although there was somequestion as to the correspondence to bulk material.



25The parent phase and transition phase were studied in thin films of the material heat treated according to Table 1. Structures that are thought to be representative of the transition phase were found in alloys H-5OO-3 and Ε-500-4 while the martensitic phase was rarely found· in any of this series.4.6 . Density measurementsDensity measurements were made (in H-700-3 alloy) using a 2 ml. specific gravity bottle and standard water displacement techniques.



SECTION 5
Results and discussion5·1· The parent phase(a) The possibility of eutectoidal decompositionprevious conflicting reports (2,5,4,6) concerning the possibilityof a eutectoidal decomposition (T: 'ig "i * Ti Hi3) prompted someeffort in makingdecomposition asTi Ni.) An elec

a final conclusion. (Hansen (21) includes the eutectoidal one of the versions of the phase diagram in the region Oftallographic examination of the H scries of alloys indicated no evidence for such a reactionThere are two possible explanations to account for the reports (2,5) of eutectoidal decomposition above 6OO°C.(i) Selective oxidation of Ti produces a Ni rich under-layer which may cause sufficient supersaturation of Ni to precipitate isolated particles (22) of Ti Ni3 containing insufficient oxygen (in solution) to change the crystal structure. This selective oxidation is illustrated by electron probe traces showing Ni and Ti concentration profiles near the surface of an oxidized wedge-sectioned singlc-phase (51% Ni) specimen (Pig. 8). A metallographic examination revealed an isolated precipitate beneath the oxide layer. Prior to the work of Purdy and Harr (6) it vac commonly thought that the range of composition of Ti Ni included 50% Ni at all temperatures, alloys prepared for phase purity would contain an unsuspected portion of Ti2 Ni. Hence X-ray diffraction studies of the commonly used heat treated powder specimens (whose high surface to volume- 24 -



ratio makes them susceptible to surface oxidation) might well show dif- fraction maxima corresponding to Ti2Ni and TiNi3 after prolonged annealing.50% of the information in X-ray diffraction is obtained from a layer approximately 0.0002 inches deep in metal specimens.(ii) The powder pattern of the room temperature diffusionless transformation product discovered by Purdy and Parr(6) bears a striking resemblance to the powder pattern that would be produced by a mixture of Ti2Ni and TiNi3-. Since the reports (2,5) of eutectoidal decomposition were made previous to the work of Purdy and Parr(6) and were based on X-ray diffraction studies done at room temperature, it is conceivable that the martensitic phase was misinterpreted as a mixture of eutectoidal decomposition products. In fact, this similarity in diffraction patterns led Buehler, Gilfrich and Wiley (8) to interpret the diffusionless trans- formation reported by Purdy and Parr (6) as a room temperature eutectoidal decomposition (TiNi—-TiNi3 + Ti2Ni).Although no evidence has been found to substantiate previous reports of a high temperature eutectoidal decomposition, it is possible to postulate a eutectoidal decomposition below 500°C on the basis of free energy diagrams drawn to correspond to the phase diagram in Fig· 9(a). Since TiNi exhibits CsCl ordering (5) it is reasonable to assume that the free energy curve for TiNi has a minimum at 50% Ni. The deviation from stoichiometry of TiNi can be accounted for by the relatively greater thermodynamic stability of Ti2Ni. The decreasing range in composition in the TiNi phase field as the temperature is lowered suggests a eutectoidal decomposition (below 500°C) as is indicated by the free energy diagrams in Fig. 9(b).



26(b) Ordering in the parent phasePietrokowsky and Youngkin (5), Buehler and Wang (9), and Gilfrich (25) all report Os 01 ordering in Ti Ni. Gilfrich (25) has observed the (100) superlattice line up to l000°C with high temperature X-ray techniques. At 65O - 700°C Gilfrich (25) reported intensity changes in the (100) and (200) diffraction maxima which he attributed to recrystallization. Buehler and Wang (9) reported an intensity change in single crystal Laue spots at this temperature, which they attributed to the Cs Cl order-disorder reaction.The microstructure and diffraction patterns of the untransformed parent phase (51% Ni) annealed at 70O°C are shown in Fig. 10(a) through Fig. 10(d). On recrystallization, the material is single phase (Fig. 10(a) ) while further annealing at 70O°C (times longer than 50 minutes) promotes the formation of a more complex microstructure as indicated by the striped contrast in Fig. 10(b) (discussed more fully in section 5.1(c)· X-ray diffraction patterns and electron diffraction patterns taken very near the Bragg condition (Fig· 10(c) is an example) show Cs Cl superlattice maxima, in agreement with the above mentioned observations (5,9,25) · However, electron diffraction patterns taloen at slight deviations from the Bragg condition (Fig· 10(d) ) show diffuse maxim in addition to the Cs Cl dif- fraction maxima. Fig. 10(d) is typical of all annealing times at 70O°C.The measured density (Table 2) of H-700-5 ΐ 0.05 g/c.c.) indicates that the deviation from stoichiometry in Ti Ni is accomodated by substitutional nickel atoms in the titanium sub-lattice (calculated density for 51% Ni alloy: 6.50 - 0.04 g/c.c.) rather than by vacant titanium sites (calculated density: 6.56 - 0.05 g/c.c.). It should bo noted that calcu- lated densities are sensitive to the value of a0. The limits given above



27cover the range of values given in the literature for ao(ao = 3.010 + 0.005 Å) (6,24,25) except that given by Duwez and Taylor (2) (ao = 2.986 A). The possibility of Ni interstitial atoms was discarded since this configuration was considered energetically less favourable and X-ray diffraction patterns did not reveal the line broadening that would accompany interstitial Hi atoms.It is proposed that the stripe contrast of Fig. 10(b) is duo to alternate lamellae of material containing different concentrations of ordered substitutional nickel atoms. This structure could be produced by spinodal decomposition (section 5.l(c) )·The intensity changes noted by Buehler and Wang (9) and Gilfrich (23) my be due to the ordering of the substitutional nickel atoms in the lamellae of high defect concentration. However, further high temperature X-ray studies are necessary to resolve this matter.It may be suggested that the lamellae are anti-phase boundaries of Cs Cl ordered domains. This idea must be discarded, however, since the size of the ordered domains suggested by the sharply resolved {320} and {311} k*. - k<xt doublets (as well as sharp lower angle superlattice lines)is not consistent with the relatively small observed inter lamellar spacing (~100 A).Subsequent annealing at 500°C promotes the Widmanstatten precipi— tation of a second phase (initially coherent and presumed to be Ti2 Ni Fig. 11(a) )-which becomes widely dispersed after long anneals. The stripe contrast was not observed in any of the H-500 series. Electron diffraction patterns of the H-5OO series were observed to have, in addition to the streaking (Fig· 11(b) ) that is associated with the coherent precipitation of a second phase (26), extra, sharp diffraction maxima(Fig. 11(b) and 11(c) ).



28The extra diffraction spots were obtainable in single phase regions between widely dispersed precipitate and are therefore associated with the parent phase. The diffraction patterns can be indexed simple cubic with unit length three times the unit length of the original Cs Cl cube. This new unit cell can be formed by substituting every third titanium atom in the cubic directions of the titanium sub-lattice by a nickel atom, thereby pro- ducing an ordered defect structure with a unit cell (a0 = 9·03 Å) containing 28 nickel atoms and 26 titanium atoms (such a unit cell would result in a composition of 51.8% Ni). It was not possible to verify the existence of tne 9 A unit cell with low angle X-ray studies of super lattice reflections (with suitable lorentz factors) due to a strong white component of the filtered Cu radiation and the similarity in scattering factors for nickel and titanium. However, several very faint lines at higher angles could be indexed on the basis of a 9 Å cube as is shown in Table 4.Electrical resistivity measurements * (Table 5) made on H-700-1,2,5,4 and H-5OO-1 indicated that the only significant resistivity drop (~ 5%) camo after the 500°C anneal. It should be noted that the decrease in resia- tivity accompanied by removal of the lamellar structure overweighed the resistivity increase to be expected in the precipitation of a coherent
* Initially it was thought that both H-700 and H-500 anneals would produce single phase alloys (according to the phase diagram after Purdy and Parr (6) ). The resistivity measurements were made as an attempt to explain why H-5OO alloys would undergo a diffusionless transformation while the H-700 alloys would not. Further measurements (H-500-2,5,4) wore not cade when H-50O alloys were found to contain a precipitate. 



29second phase.Thus it is inferred from X-ray and electron diffraction observations and density measurements that the extra nickel atoms in off-stoichiometric Ti Ni, are repelled by one another and occupy "wrong" (titanium) sites in  a periodic manner producing a 9 A simple cubic cell. Insufficient defect concentrations may result in the segregation of the extra nickel atoms into lamellae producing alternate layers of material tending toward Cs 01 ordering and material tending toward periodic substitutional defect ordering (all layers form a part of the continuous cubic lattice network) ·(c) The possibilities of spinodal decomposition(i) High temperature spinodal decompositionThe microstructure responsible for the strive contrast in Fig. 10(b) may have developed as the product of a spinodal decomposition, free energy diagrams are given in Fig. 12 showing interphase relations on cooling from 900°C to 700°C. The tendency to Os Cl ordering suggests c. certain thermo- dynamic stability which can be associated with a minimum in the free energy curve at 50,% Ni. Similarly a subsidiary minimum should occur at 51.8%, corresponding to the 9 Å defect structure, Fig. 12 shows the development of this minimum below 800°C and the condition for the spinodal decomposition at 7OO°C. Although, on the basis of these hypothetical free-energy relationships, there would be a greater decrease in free energy if Ti2 Hi precipi- tated, it is proposed that the nucleation barrier is sufficient to make thc spinodal decomposition the favourable reaction.(ii) Lou temperature spinodal decompositionThin films of samples H-5OO-5 and H-500—4 displayed a very diffuse cellular network in addition to the Ti2 Ni precipitate. A preliminary 



inspection of these thin films after several weeks at room temperature revealed a general increase in contrast and in many cases, an alignment of the cells as shorn in Fig. 13·It is suggested that this microstructure represents the product of a spinodal decomposition reaction* whose terminal phases are Ti Ni ( 51.8% Hi) and the metastable ”face-centered-cubic” form of Ti Ni3(this metastable phase was observed by Mihalisin (27))· The free energy diagrams corresponding to this decomposition ore shown in Fig. 14.5.2· The displacive transformationsIt was discovered in the course of this investigation (and independently by Suchler and Wang (9) ) that Ti Ni undergoes two diffusion- less transformations near room temperature. The electrical resistance as a function of temperature plotted in Fig. 15 in typical of measurements made on 50% Ni wire**. Evidence for the existence of two transformations includes the increase and subsequent decrease in resistance at 60°C and 20°C, and the marked changes in crystal structure as indicated by the
*The basic requirement for a spinodal decomposition reaction is that the parent and the two daughter phases lie on a continuous free energy curve. It is possible to envisage this type of behaviour in this system since a series of structures can be formed by replacing the base centering atom in the tetragonal coll bounded oy (101), (101), (C1O) (in the Cs Cl lattice) in going from a’'body-centered-cubic, Cs Cl structure to a face-centered-cubic" Cu3 Au structure.**This wire was kindly supplied by W. J. Ruehler. The heat treatment consisted of short anneal at 800 C. 



51super imposed powder X-ray diffraction patterns in Fig. 15. The first transformation product has been designated as the "transition phase” and the second as the "martensitic phase”. Buehler and Wang (9) have denoted these phases by “ 1” and ” 2” respectively while Purdy and parr (6) originally named the martensitic phase ”IT”.(a) The transition phaseThe transition phase forms by a diffusionless transformation that involves a sequence of cumulative athermal lattice perturbations. Pig. 16 contains three of a sequence of powder patterns taken below 60°C shewing varying degrees of lattice distortion by line splitting of varying amounts.The gradual change in electrical resistance at about 6O°C indicates that the formation of the transition phase requires very little if any supercooling since the reversion temperature for the transition phase was also found to be about 60°0 (i.e. To = 60°C). Some evidence of reaction stabilization was observed on holding the sample at 25°C for one hour, further cooling of 5° was necessary to start the reaction again.It is believed that the reaction stabilization was not due to the pinning of interfaces (distinct interfaces wore never observed in the transition phase) but perhaps to a frictional effect produced by the diffusion of interstitial impurities to energetically favoured interstitial sites (similar to the Snook effect in iron (28) ) produced by the trans- formation distortion)· It is also possible that the stabilization was duo to the pinning of dislocations, within the transition phase, thereby preventing the plastic strain accompanying the transformation.



52Fig. 17(a) is an electron micrograph showing a matrix of transition phase containing a Ti2 Ni precipitate and twinned martensite· Electron diffraction patterns (of which Fig. 17(b) is typical) indicate that the regions of light and dark contrast in Fig. 17(a) correspond to regions of slightly varying orientations. The electron diffraction pattern of Fig. 17(b)* shows a slight distortion to the original cubic pattern in addition to the doubling of the ” {ll0} cubic repeat distance" indicating the selection of a new unit of symmetry (the crystallographic planes with twice the {110} cubic distance have zero structure factor for cubic unit cells).The X-ray diffraction pattern was indexed (without the aid of single crystal data) by computer methods and is presented in Table 5 (a more complete description of the analysis of X-ray and electron diffraction patterns is given in Appendix C)· The crystal structure of the transition phase was determined to be monoclinic with parameters at 25°C of: a a 4.41 Å; b = 5»0l Rj c « 4.14 Å; β = 92.5°· The new unit cell is bounded by the(101), (101), and (010) planes of the Cs Cl structure. There is little if any volume change accompanying the formation of the transition phase.
Fig. 17(b) is not a single crystal pattern since a single crystal pattern would show doubling in one (110) direction only. The fact that doubling is seen all (110) directions can be accounted for by the fact that regions of equivalent orientation relations f.e. [ 200] // [110]ρ , [200]// [101] , [200] T // [011], are small compared to the smallest area selected for diffraction (T and P denote transition and parent phases respectively).



55It is expected that both transition and martensitic phases will inherit any defect structure that was present in the parent phase before transformation. This defect structure can account for the extremely complicated electron diffraction pattern of the martensitic phase in Fig. 16(c). The X-ray diffraction patterns did not contain information about the defect structure after transformation since the scattering factors for titanium and nickel are very similar and the distortion accompanying the transformation would broaden weak superlattice lines to make them indistinguishable from the background. Consequently the crystal structures of the transition and martensitic phases have been related to a CsCl structure rather than to the more complex superlattice structure proposed for the parent phase in the 50O°C annealed condition. If the defect superlattice is taken into account, the lattice constants of the transition and marton- sitic phase ray be found by multiplying the reported axial lengths by three. However there is no reason to assume that the defect superlattice is a necessary precursor for the diffusionless transformations.(b) The martensitic phaseAt 20°C the abrupt drop in resistance shown in Fig. 15 corresponds to the onset of the martensitic transformation. Fig. 18(a) and Fig. 18(b) show a typical electron micrograph of the twinned martensitic phase coupled with indexed selected area electron diffraction patterns. Fig. 18(c) is included to demonstrate the complexity of many of the patterns obtained. It was only after the martensite thin films were stored at room temperature for two or three weeks that growth of certain martensite plates permitted simpler electron diffraction patterns such as in Fig· 18(b) to be obtained. This growth phenomenon raises the question as to the correspondence to 



bulk material. However, it can bo said that three axial lengths were obtained from electron diffraction patterns which permitted a consistent solution of the powder pattern. Interaxial angles were obtained by a least squares fit of the parameters to the powder pattern. The marten- sitic phase was found to be triclinic (a = 4.60 A, b = 2.86 Å, c = 4.11 Å, a = 90.1°, B = 90.9°, = 96·7°) and was indexed as in Table 6.Fig. 19(a) and 19(b) are electron diffraction patterns (not rotated in reproduction) taken from adjacent martensite and parent phase areas. The orientation relationship is similar to that of the parent-transition case. The strong fibre texture exhibited by rolled wire specimens permitted a macroscopic determination of the orientation relationship between the parent and martensitic phases in bulk material (this was done by matching the Debye rings on the powder patterns of the two phases). The orientation relationship found in this manner was the same as found in thin films.The complete transformation sequence on cooling is: cubic parent phase —»■ monoclinic transition structure—>· triclinic martensite. A second -order transformation mechanism, which need not involve a nucleation event, apparently allows the transition structure to form at a very low degree of supercooling (and thus to accomodate, in part, the thermodynamic driving force for the transformation). This structure persists until the system becomes strongly supercooled with respect to the low-temperature phase, which then forms as the product of a "burst" transformation.The relatively small resistance maximum (Fig· 15) observed on heating may indicate that the martensitic phase reverts directly to the parent phase. Cn the other hand it is possible that the parent-martensitic interface on reversion is separated by a layer of transition phase. In an 



55attempt to fulfill the requirement of a plane of zero net distortion specified by the Wechsler Lieberman Read(14)crystallographic theory, the martensitic habit plane chosen in the sequence: parent phase—»-transition phase-> martensitic phase, may prevent the reversion sequence; martensitic phase —> parent phase and require & small amount of transition phase between the parent and martensitic phase volumes.The transition phase is apparently metastable with respect to the martensitic phase since mechanical deformation below 60°C transforms tran- sition phase to martensitic phase.It is probable that the presence of Ti2Ni will assist the formation of the martensitic phase in two ways: by physically constraining the tran- sition structure (Fig. 17(a) ) and by providing a uniform (equilibrium) composition in the TiNi phase. This would allow a rationalization of Purdy and Parr’s (6) observations that the ”Ms” temperature rises with increasing amounts of Ti2Ni in TiNi.Since thc low temperature behavior of TiNi has been discussed in some detail, it is now possible to briefly point out difficulties that may have led to misinterpretation in previous investigations.The preferred orientation exhibited by the martensitic phase that Was strain induced in wire containing no fibre texture before deformation could account for the observation of Buehlor, Gilfrich and Wiley (8) that TiNi transforms to Ti2Ni in tension and TiNi3 in compression since thio observation was based on diffractometer scans that would view only a small portion of each Debye ring.Any crystal structure analysis of the displacive transformation products requires a detailed knowledge of the temperature range over which



56 the phase of interest exists · This information was obtained in the present work through electrical resistance measurements. Buehler and Wang (9) have apparently proceeded to gather and interpret crystallographic data from the displacive transformation products without first determining the temperature range over which they exist. The crystallographic data those authors (9) present for the ' 1' phase (which they indexed on the basis of a 9Å cube) may in fact be data representing a mixture of transition and martensitic phases.



SECTION 6
Conclusions1. No evidence was found to support previous reports of the eutectoid decomposition TiNi—►Ti2Ni + TiNi3 above 6OO°C· However, free energy diagram constructions indicate a possibility for this reaction at some temperature below 500°C.2. The deviation from stoichiometry is accomodated by substitutional nickel atoms on titanium lattice sites. Depending on composition and thermal history, these substitutional nickel atoms can order to form a simple cubic lattice (ao = 9.03 Å)·5· The room temperature behavior of TiNi was found to be strongly influenced by composition and thermal history. In the compositions studied two diffusionless transformations were observed (at temperatures near room temperature) to form a transition phase and a martensitic phase. The tran- sition phase which apparently forms without a nucleation event was found to be monoclinic with crystal parameters at 23°C of: a = 4.41 Å; b = 3.01 A; c = 4.14 Å; β = 92.3° (the lattice parameters change in a continuous manner from 50°C to about 20°C). When the system is sufficiently supercooled the martensitic transformation occurs forming a triclinic product: a = 4.60 Å; b = 2.86 Å; c = 4.11 Å; = 90.l°; B= 90.9°;  = 96.7°5 which bears the following orientation relationship with the parent phases (010).. fl (010)P, ; (002)M // (l0l)P·
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SECTION 7
Suggestions for future work1. The equilibrium investigations have allowed the construction of free energy-composition diagrams. These diagrams can be used as a basis for further experiments:(a) The postulate of a eutectoidal decomposition reaction below 500°C can be- tested by a thin film electron microscopic examination of Suitably annealed material.(b) If the free energy configuration (Fig. 12) depicting the spinodal decomposition in 51% Ni alloy at 70O°C is correct then a 51.8% alloy should have a stable single phase microstructure at this temperature. The suggestion that Ti2Ni is a stable precipitate in 51% Ni alloy at 70O°C (Fig· 12) can be checked by up-quenching material from the two phase region (500°C) to 700°C.(c) The postulate concerning the room temperature spinodal decompo- sition can be tested by inspecting alloys of greater nickel concentration (farther inside the spinodal region). If the postulate is correct, even greater changes in microsturcture (than in Fig. 15) will be observed· In addition, the decomposition products may be present in sufficient quantities to permit their analysis by reliable methods such as X-ray diffraction.2. Neutron diffraction techniques can be used to confirm the evidence for the ordering of substitutional nickel atoms.3. The coordinated use of electrical resistance measurements, X-ray diffraction and cold stage electron microscopy should reveal in more detail the effect of: the transition phase; matrix composition; and the dispersion of a second phase (Ti2Ni or TiNi3) on the martensitic transformation.
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594. Careful investigations my reveal the presence of similar pre-transformation phenomena (the transition phase) in other systems.5· The gradual distortions involved in the formation of the transition phase make this alloy suitable for measuring the changes in elastic constants accompanying a phase transfer ration. Such measurements may lead to fundamental knowledge of the stability of certain metallic systems.



APPENDIX AAlloy PreparationThe alloy samples (51 at % Ni) were prepared using iodide titanium and standard spectrographic nickel (the major impurities were Zr - 0.05% and Fe - 0.0008%, respectively), both by argon-arc melting and by levitation melting with melts of about 50 grams and 3 grams respectively. The argon- arc technique was preferred since reasonable homogeneity could bo obtained by melting from the top and bottom of the alloy button alternately, and the alloy was of sufficient volume to permit easy handling during the rolling procedure. Although there is considerable magnetic stirring during the levitation process, the segregation during solidification was severe enough to remain in the material even after hot working and annealing. The arc melted alloys were large enough to permit considerably more deformation (hence homogenization) and it was possible to produce phase pure material after a combination of hot and cold rolling, followed by annealing. The phase purity was checked both by light metallography and electron thin film techniques.The alloy was prepared in both wire and sheet form, primarily with hot rolling. Considerable cold rolling was possible when the as-cast struc- ture was destroyed. The alloy was heated to red heat (about 700oC) in air with a methane torch prior to rolling. With some practice it was possible to make 4 or 5 passes with each heating before the alloy became prohibitively tough. It was necessary to stress relieve the material after several cold rolling passes. This was accomplished by heating the material quickly in air so that the time at red heat was only a few seconds.



APPENDIX A (continued)
Estimates indicate that the diffusion depth of interstitial impurities picked up during the hot rolling operation was insignificant compared to the amount of material removed by clectropolishing prior to annealing.



APPENDIX BElectropolishing
Electropolishing of the alloy was required both for surface removal in preparation of specimens for heat treatment and in preparation of thin films suitable for electron microscopy. Initially, a 5-20% perchloric acid in acetic acid solution was used and was suitable for preparing bright surfaces but it was not suitable for preparing thin films either by the conventional window technique or by using the PTFE holder (designed by Aeon Laboritories), in spite of a groat deal of time spent changing con- centration, voltage, temperature and stirring conditions.A second electrolyte was suggested by Dr. J. McGrath (Ontario Research Foundation). A solution of 6% perchloric, 55% ethylene glycol and 59% methyl alcohol at -10 to -20°C with a potential of 24 volts gave excellent results with the window technique, if the solution was stirred. The PTFE holder again proved to be a failure, the specimen being preferen- tially attacked away from the center, in a ring near the edge of the disc specimen (as was the case with the perchloric-acetic solution).Thin films wore made from specimens approximately 1 cm x 2 cm x 0.005 inches· The edges were coated with microstop and stirring was done by manu- ally waving the specimen back and forth between two stainless steel cathodes. It was found that after 10 - 20 minutes several very good thin films could be cut from each specimen. The thin film sections were cut with a surgical blade then always washed in methanol and sometimes in methanol followed by an acetone rinse. It true found that thin films could be produced from 0.020 inches material in the same manner, but with considerably more difficulty.



APPENDIX CAnalysis of X-ray and Electron Diffraction Patterns
The analysis of the X-ray diffraction patterns proved to be very difficult and was by far the most time consuming part of this work. Useful single crystal electron diffraction data was obtained for the martensitic phase only. Fortunately the distortions leading to the transition phase were sufficiently small to permit the transition phase powder pattern to bear a strong resemblance to the cubic pattern (although  many extra lines were produced). Initial attempts at the solution of the transition phase structure consisted of indexing powder pattern lines with "cubic" (hkl). Later attempts included the change of the crystal coordinate system to account for weak "non-cubic" lines.The lack of symmetry in the crystal structure of the martensitic phase made the interpretation of electron diffraction patterns difficult and often ambiguous. Twinning and the presence of the substitutional defect structure also complicated the electron diffraction patterns. It was possible after a great deal of effort to obtain axial lengths from electron diffraction patterns which permitted the solution of the marten- sitic phase crystal structure.
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TABLE 1 Heat treatment schedule

* preceded by 5385 minutes at 700°C

Sample name Temperature Time (minutes)H-7O0-1 7O0°C 15H-7O0-2 700°C 50H-700-3 70O°C 500H-700-4 700°C 5385Η-500-1 500°C 50 *H-500-2 500oC 460 *H-500-5 500°C 1680 *H-500-4 500°C 7240 *



TABLE 2(a) Determination of specific gravity bottle volume by water displacement

average 2.00007 c.c.

Run Weight of bottle (empty) (g) Voight of bottle (full) (g) T (°C) P'S (g/c.c.) volume (c.c.)1 5.47305 7.46822 25.0 0.99756 2.000052 5.47290 7.46777 2210 0.99780 1.999275 5.47520 7.46775 24.0 0.99752 1.999894 5.47558 7.46912 24.0 0.99752 2.00110
As a test one determination of the bottle volume was done by mercury displacement. The value obtained was 2.00005 c.c.

TABLE 2(b) Density of specimen H-7ΟΟ-5
Run Specimen weight (g) Specimen volume (c.c.) Density1 0.35552 0.05422 6.56kh2 0.43417 0.06628 6.555 ... 0.49591 0.07586 6.54



T ABLE 3(a) Resisitivity of samples H-70Ο-1, 2, 5, 4 and Η-500-1 measured at 90°C (gauge length 9·6825 cm)
Specimen Cross section (cm2) Resistance (ohms) Resistivity 

(/A -ohm-cm)H-700-1H-700-2H-7OO-3H-700-4H-500-1

0.0197040.0202890.0212280.0204450.021378

0.1052360.105551 0.093695 0.102040.093213

214.25216.90216.40215.46205.80



TABLE 3(b) Reproduceability of contact resistances at 90°C
Specimen H—700—4 Run 1

RheostatSotting (-Λ) Potential drop (mV) Potential drop (mV) across specimen Specimen resistance (Λ)across 0.1 standardforward reverse forward reverse100 2.0565 2.0582 2.1109 2.1105 0.10259590 2.2815 2.2809 2.3408 2.3427 0.10265980 2.5606 2.5595 2.6260 2.6280 0.10265770 2.9168 2.9171 2.9912 2.9938 0·102590average 0.102620largest deviation 0.03%
Specimen H-700-4 Run 2

Rheostat settingt(l) Potential drop (mV) across 0.01 standard Potential drop (mV) across specimen Specimen resistance (O)forward reverse forward reverse10090 8070
2.05552.28022.55852.9144

2.05612.27972.55812.9147
2.10582.55482.62002.9839

2.10602.33542.62182.9856
0.1024570.1024190.1024510.102409average 0.102409largest deviation 0.04%



TABLE 3(h) (continued)Specimen H-700-4 Run 3
Rheostat setting (Ω ) Potential drop (mV) Potential drop (nV) across specimen Specimen resistance (O)across 0.1 standardforward reverse forward reverse100 2.0568 2.0569 2.0858 2.0315 0.10125990 2.2817 2.2818 2.3059 2.3080 0.10110480 2.5591 2.5591 2.5884 2.5882 0.10114170 2.9167 2.9159 2.94399 2.94391 0.101034average C.101147largest deviation 0.1 %

Specimen Η-700-4TABLE 5(c) Summary of runs in 3(b)
Run Specimen resistance (O)1 0.1026202 0.1024095 0.101147 average 0.102035 largest deviation 0.8%



TABLE 4 Powder pattern of H-500-4indexed on the basis of a 9.03 A cube
Line h k 1 A (°) An (Å)

Observed relative intensity1 330 2.151 9.02 vs2 - 2.070 — m »5 633 1.229 9.04 w4 544.,722 1.198 9.05 w *5 752 1.148 9.05 W6 644 1.100 9.07 W *7 660 1.065 9.04 m8 662 1.042 9.04 w *
9 900 1.009 9.08 w10 930 0.955 9.06 m11 932 0.957 9.09 w *12 955 0.910 9.05 w15 862 0.892 9.05 vw *14 666 0.872 9.05 m15 960 0.856 9.05 m16 963 0.807 9.06 s

*denotes lines that do not correspond to CsCl bodycentered cubic structure



TABLE 5Observed and calculated d spacings for the transition phase at 23°C Monoclinic a = 4.41 b = 3·01 c = 4.14 B = 92.5°
Line Observed d(X) Calculated d(Å) h k 1 Observed relative intensity1 3.00 5.02 010 vvw2 2.40 2.44 011 vvw3 2.25 2.20 200 vvw4 2.15 2.15 111 vs5 2.10 2.11 111 vs6 2.01 1.98 201 m7 1.77 1.78 210 mw8 1.50 I.50 020 n9 1.52 1.55 212,510 vw10 1.29 I.50 103 w11 1.27 1.27 311 mw12 1.24 1.24 220,511 n15 1.22 1.22 022,113 n14 1.16 1.17 122 w15 1.15 1.15 205 w16 1.12 1.15 312 w17 1.09 1.09 312 V18 1.07 1.07 222 m19 1.06 1.06 222 ms20 1.02 1.02 104,321 m21 0.956 0.955 131 m22 0.948 0.950 131 m



TABLE 5 (continued)
Line Observed d(A) Calculated d(Å) h k 1 Observed relative intensity23 0.900 0.905 032 w24 0.880 0.880 214,132,500 w25 0.868 0.869 501 η26 0.857 0.855 501 m27 0.828 0.827 422,550 mw005,51428 0.820 0.820 105 w29 0.814 0.816 331 m30 0.808 0.808 105,422 mw31 0.803 0.803 133 s32 0.794 0.795 133 w33 0.789 0.792 115 w

Order of intensities vs > s > ms > mw > w > vw > vvw



TABLE 6Observed and calculated d spacings for the martensitic phaseTriclinic a - 4,60 b = 2.86 c = 4.110 a - 90.1° B = 90·9°= 96.7°Line Observed d(Å) Calculated d(Å) h k 1 Observed relative intensity1 4.56 4.60 100 m2 2.81 2.86 010 w5 2.51 2.55 110 w4 2.34 2.33 011,011 m5 2.29 2.29 110,200 ms6 2.17 2.17 111111 s7 2.11 * vw8 2.05 2.06 002 s9 2.00 2.00 111,201 vs10 1.87 1.86 102 w11 1.73 1.75 211 w12 1.61 1.61 112 w15 1.51 1.52 202 m14 1.44 1.44 301 m15 1.42 1.42 301,020 w_  _16 1.35 1.34 021,311 w17 1.29 1.29 212 w18 1.28 1.28 310 w19 1.27 1.27 220 w20 1.24 1.24 013 w21 1.22 1.22 821,511 w22 1.21 1.21 113 m* attributed to transition phase



TABLE 6 (continued)
Line Observed d(Å) Calculated d(Å) h k 1 Observed relative intensity23 1.18 1.18 115 m24 1.17 1.17 115,022,203 w25 1.11 1.11 215 w26 1.10 1.10 401,410,520,21527 1.09 1.09 512 w28 1.05 1.05 004 nw29 1.01 1.01 303 w30 1.00 1.00 104,222 mv31 0.992 0.992 2102 w32 0.895 0.895 501 mv33 0.880 0.884 151,511,322 mv



Fig. 1. Electrical resistance changes during the heating and cooling of an iron-nickel and a gold-cadmium alloy, illustrating the hysteresis between the martensitic reaction on cooling and the reverse transformation on heating (after Kaufman and Cohen



Fig. 2. Schematic representation of F and F as a function of temperature for an iron-base alley, (after Kaufman and Cohen



Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of martensite embryo (after Kaufman and Cohen)



Pig. 4. Frank’s model of the austenite-martensite interface in an iron-base alloy (after Kaufman and Cohen (12)



Fig· 5·
Knapp and Dehlinger's model of the martensite embryo in an iron-base alloy (after Kaufman and Cohen (12))



Fig. 6. Effect of embryo size on the restraining force △ and the net driving force △ w according to Knapp and Dehlinger (after Kaufman and Cohen (12))



Fig. 7 The Ti-Ni equilibrium phase diagram showing three versions of the TiNi phase boundary according tot (A) Margolin, Ence and Wielsen (3) Duwez and Tavlor (C) Purdy and parr (6) (after Buehler and Wiley (7))



Fig. 8 Microprobe traces across the oxide metal interface of an oxidized wedge-sectioned single phase (51% Ni) alloy showing a nickel build up and titanium deficiency below the oxide.
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9(a)Fig. 9 (a) Equilibrium phase diagram in the region of TiNi.(b) Schematic free energy diagrams drawn corresponding to the decreasing composition range of TiNi and suggesting the possibility of a eutectoidal decomposition at come temperature below 500°G.



Fig. 10(a) Single phase material (51% Ni) annealed at 700°C for 15 minutes (sample H-700-1) X 25000



Fig. 10(b) Stripe contrast found in 51% Ni alloy annealed at 700°C for 50 minutes to 5385 minutes.
x 20000 X 30000
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Fig· 10(c) Indexed electron diffraction pattern (typical of the H-700 series) very near to the Bragg condition showing CsCl superlattice spots.



Fig. 10(d) Electron diffraction pattern (typical of the H-7OO series) taken at some deviation from the Bragg condition showing diffuse diffraction maxima in addition to the body-centered-cubic CsCl pattern.



Fig. 11(a) 51% Ni alloy annealed at 700°C for 5385 minutes followed by 460 minutes at 50O°C (sample H-500-2) showing coherent precipitates which are presumed to be Ti2Ni X 300OO



Fig. 11(b) Electron diffraction pattern showing diffraction streaks due to the coherent precipitation of a second phase (taken from H-500-2).

Pig. 11(c) Electron diffraction patterns showing weak super o lattice spots (in addition to strong b.c.c. ao = 3.01A spots) which can bo indexed on the basic of a 9.03 A simple cube (taken from H-500-5) ·



Fig. 12. Schematic free energy-composition curves showing the development of the instability in TiNi which results in a spinodal decomposition at 700°C.



Fig. 15. Microstructure observed in H-500-4 after the thin film specimen was allowed to stand at room temperature for several weeks , x 63000



Fig. 14. Schematic free energy-composition diagrams showing the development of the conditions that lead to the postulated spinodol decamposition at room temperature.
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Fig. 15 Resistance vs. temperature during the heating and cooling of a 50% Ni alloy with superimposed powder patterns.
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Fig. 16. A sequence of X-ray diffraction powder photographs ofQ the transition phase taken (from left to right) at 50 C, 45°C and 23°C.



Pig. 17(a) Electron micrograph showing a Ti2Ni precipitate and some twinned martensitic phase in a matrix of transition phase. x 94000

Fig. 17(b) Electron diffraction pattern of the transition phase.



Fig. 18(a) Electron micrograph of the martensitic phase. X 30000
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Fig. 18(b) Indexed electron diffraction patterns of the martensitic phase.



Fig. 18(c) One of the more complex electron diffraction patterns obtained from the martensitic phase.

(b)Fig. 19 Electron diffraction patterns showing the orientation relationship between adjacent areas of (a) parent phase, and (b) martensitic phase.


